Ball code to be verified by customer to meet their local requirements

Handrail & baserail supplied 25% longer to accommodate slope of stair

Baluster lugs field cut to accommodate actual slope and height requirements

±1" dia.

±3" pin

PIN ANCHOR DTL.
GALVANIZED OR BETTER

3

Cap or handrail profile: Extrados1

Field drilled hole w/pin anchor.

MORTAR JOINT, TYP.
3"

Base rail profile: Chamfer1

Unit id #13025
Otterwood 2 straight stairs

Baluster profile: Otterwood2

2

12" O.C.

4" ball code

56"

(TYP LENGTHS PROVIDED)

Vertical section

1 Cast stone balustrade stair attachment with pin anchors

2

STD 3/8" mortar joint

Scale: N.T.S.
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